
Adv. Pr.4/21/47. 10. (5 1/4) 55.

of our not meetinaAn ay. Does anybody have any real difficulty about next Monday?

stU: no, I guess not, just wanted to be sure, and get it marked down.

MacR Yes.

stu: This might seem minor, but it will save me close to ten dollars to travel

7 hours in a coach rather than take a sleeper, I think I'll do that, so I may not be too

wide awake in class but I expect to be here.

MacR: You expect to be.

stu: yes, and that would be the .. only thing about next Monday.

MacR yes, well, now of course the following Monday, the h of May, Mr.

Budge can't be here at all. (several people talking) (5 3/4) I mean otherwise, we

could say which of these two shall we skip but if you can be here, perhaps we'll

take (6) you won't get the most out of it,

but you'll get a good bit out of it.

stu: I have that meeting, whatever it is, ma) t]t deal (6l/4)

MacR: You cancelled two meetings?

stu: (6 1/4)

MacR Oh, my. (stu: well, anyway 1/4)" )

Yes, well now the suggestion was made last time that' we go over into Zecharlah, look

into it a bit. (student: from the very beginning?) No, from the last past. I don't know

anything at all about the last part (several people talking . 6 1/2)

chapter 9 on. And it's just a question of how much more time we want to spend on

this part of Isaiah, before we do it, and how thoroughly we want to do it. I think

it's very important to do it sometime.

stu: I'd appreciate having the general drift of it fixed. (MacR yes.)

stu: (7) you don't know hardly

where to fix it.
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